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Abstract: One of the most interesting facts about the growth of developed nations, especially of the US growth, in the last three decades is significant growth of the ratio of the wage of skilled labor to that of unskilled labor. At the same time, existing evidence seems to suggest that the ratio of the rate of return on investment in skilled labor to that of unskilled labor has stayed pretty stable. This contradicting trend in movement of two ratios is formally easy to explain. Being aware of the fact that all possible measures of the rate of return in education confront, in one way or another, differences in wages of different educational levels with the cost of reaching the concerned level of education, we can with certainty conclude that, in order to keep the rate of return ratio unchanged, the increase of wage ratio should be accompanied with adequate increase in the ratio of the cost of reaching a skilled level of education to the cost of reaching an unskilled level. This is something that follows from identity and as such cannot be questioned. The real question here refers to a possible source of relative increase in the cost of reaching skilled level of education. Possibilities are here enormous and every developed country presents a different story. The purpose of this article is to shed a light on one of the sources of education cost growth which is common to all developed countries and which can explain the greatest part of education cost ratio increase in all developed countries. In what follows we will show that the increase in the cost of education ratio is mostly due, first, to the fact that technological progress in industry of education is negligible, second, to the fact that “products” of industry of education are nontradables, and third, to the increase of wage ratio itself.
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Apstrakt: Jedna od najinteresantnijih činjenica u razvoju razvijenih zemalja, posebno o razvoju SAD, u poslednje tri dekade je značajan rast odnosa zarada visoko obrazovanih prema zaradama manje obrazovanih radnika. U isto vreme postojeća činjenice sugeriraju da je odnos stopa prinosna na investicije u visoko obrazovanje i stopa prinosna u niže nivoe obrazovanja bio konstantan. Ovaj kontradiktoran trend u kretanju dva odnosa je formalno lako objasniti. Znači da svu moguću mere prinosna na investicije u obrazovanje na jedan ili drugi način sukladno razlike u plataima raznih nivoa obrazovanja sa troškovima doseganja datog nivoa obrazovanja, možemo sa sigurnošću tvrditi da, pri rastućim razlikama u plataima, pomenuta konstantnost odnosa stopa prinosna na ulaganja u obrazovanje mora biti pračena odgovarajućim prirastom odnosa troškova doseganja visokog obrazovanja i troškova doseganja nižih nivoa obrazovanja. To je nešto što sledi iz identiteta i kao takvo ne može biti dovedeno u pitanje. Pravo pitanje ovde se odnosi na moguće izvore relativnog rasta troškova doseganja visokog nivoa obrazovanja. Mogućnosti su ovde mnogobrojne i svaka razvijena zemlja predstavlja priču za sebe. Namerav ovo slanja je da ozviti jedan od izvora rasta troškova obrazovanja koji je zajednički svim razvijenim zemljama i koji može objasniti najveći deo rasta relativnog odnosa troškova obrazovanja u svim razvijenim zemljama. U redovima koji slede pokazujemo da je rast relativnog odnosa troškova obrazovanja uglavnom posledica, prvo, bezznačajnog nivoa tehnološkog progresu u delatnosti obrazovanja, drugo, činjenice da „proizvodi“ delatnosti obrazovanja nisu predmet međunarodne trgovine, i treće, posledica rasta samih raspona zarada. 
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1. Introduction

One of the most interesting facts about the economic growth of developed countries in the last three decades is a gap in the growth rate of wages of those with higher level of education and those with less education. This phenomenon is clearly illustrated in Figure 1 below. Data refer to the US but similar paths have been evidenced for other developed nations as well. As we can see, in the US this process started to develop at the beginning of seventies for males and at the beginning of eighties for females. As a result, the ratio of the earning of college educated workers (college educated and postgraduate) to those of non-college graduate workers (all other groups) increased dramatically in respected periods. The mere fact that this wage ratio increase was so prolonged is by itself puzzling. It is even more puzzling when we confront this fact with the data for educational composition of labor force given in Figure 2. As we can see, in the period 1964-2002, the US experienced significant and stable increase in share of those with higher level of education (postgraduate, college graduate and some college) and decrease in share of those with lower level of education (high school graduate and high school dropouts). Other developed countries experienced the same movement. So far, economists have come up with three explanations for this phenomenon, which is sometimes called a wage premium increase puzzle: deunionization, trade liberalization, and skill-biased technological change explanation.

**Deunionization explanation** is based on assumption that wage compression is positively correlated with degree of unionization. This explanation, however, cannot be accepted simply because of the timing of two processes. In the US the process of deunionisation started in the fifties, while the process of wage premium increase started at the beginning of seventies. In the UK, on the other hand, wage premium increase started in the mid-seventies, while the union density had been increasing until 1980.

**Trade liberalization explanation** is inspired by Heckscher-Ohlin theory. An ongoing process of trade liberalization is, on the one hand, supposed to increase demand for skilled labor in developed countries where skilled labor is cheap relative to developing countries. On the other hand, liberalization is also supposed do decrease demand for unskilled labor in developed countries which is relatively more expensive than in developing countries. This explanation is, however, not supported by evidence (See Aghion, P. 2001). First, it is very doubtful that trade liberalization can have such big impact on movement of wage premium in such big economies like the US, where trade with non-OECD countries represents no more than 2% of GDP. Second, this explanation would imply a decrease in prices of less skill-intensive goods relative to prices of more skill-intensive goods in developed economies. Empirical researches in the US and Europe have not found evidences to support such price movement. Third implication of this explanation is that labor in developed countries should be reallocated from low-skill to high-skill industries. Evidences of this are not significant as well. Finally, this theory would predict decrease in the ratio of skilled to unskilled employment in skill intensive industries of developed industries. This has not happened as well.

**Skill-biased technical change (SBTC) explanation** seems to be most widely accepted among economists now. A number of empirical investigations have shown a significant role of SBTC in explaining wage premium increase\(^1\). According to this explanation, acceleration of SBTC that started by early seventies has caused an enormous increase in the ratio of marginal productivity of skilled labor (post-graduate and college graduate) to marginal productivity of unskilled labor (high school dropouts, high school graduate). As a consequence, demand for skilled labor has increased dramatically. This process has been, indeed, accompanied with, previously illustrated, large increase in supply of skilled labor. However, this increase in supply has not been strong enough to match the increase in demand and as a consequence developed countries have experienced strong increase in the wage ratio.

---

\(^1\) A number of empirical researches have shown superiority of SBTC compared to trade liberalization explanation. See for example: Bound and Johnson (1992), Lawrence and Slaughter (1993), Berman et al. (1994, 1998), Tyers and Yang (1997, 2000), Winchester and Greenaway (2005).
Krussell et al. (1997) provided the first convincing evidence in support for this hypothesis. They constructed a kind of CES aggregate production function in which physical capital (equipment) is more substitutable to unskilled labor than to skilled labor. Using this production function approach, they developed wage premium growth accounting framework in which the movement of ratio of skilled labor wages to that of unskilled can be decomposed in three components. The first component presents *relative quantity effect*. It is determined by the movement of the ratio of unskilled (some college, high school graduate, high school dropouts) to skilled (postgraduate and college graduate) labor inputs. Decrease of this ratio, and it is what developed nations have experienced in the last decades, should have negative effect on respected wage ratio, exactly opposite to what has happened in reality. The second component presents *capital-skill complementarity effect*, which is determined by the movement of the ratio of capital equipment to skilled labor input. The increase of this ratio, under assumed characteristics of production function, should lead to the increase in the respected wage ratio. Finally, the third component is *relative efficiency effect* and it is determined by the movement of the ratio of skilled labor efficiency to that of unskilled. In the empirical part of the research the authors have not tried to measure relative efficiency effect. Instead, they focused on the first two effects and they showed that capital-skill complementarity effect is able not only to compensate for relative quantity effect, but also to explain most of the wage premium increase. They showed that the observed acceleration in the decline of the relative price of production equipment goods since mid-seventies could account for most of the variation in the college premium over the past twenty-five years.

In the light of the above discussed facts, it is interesting to see what happened in the same period with the movement of the ratio of the rate of return on investment in skilled to the rate of return in unskilled labor force. Empirical evidences are scarce here, but they seem to support the conclusion that this ratio was pretty stable in the respected period. Indeed, Psacharopoulos and Patrinos (2002) in their survey of worldwide researches on the rate of return found evidence of an increasing rate of return in university levels of education. However, their conclusion is, first, derived on the basis of data for all countries surveyed, regardless of the level of development. Second, it refers to the movement of rate of return in university education and not to the trend in the respected rate of returns ratio. Only two developed countries for which this ratio can be calculated on the basis of presented results are Canada and France. In the case of Canada the ratio of the rate of return of skilled to the rate of return of unskilled labor was 2.75 for males and 1.8 for females in 1980. Five years later this ratio was 0.78 for males and 1.01 for females. A similar situation is with France: in 1969 the rate of return ratio was 1.62 for males and 0.9 for females, while in 1976 it was 1.35 for males and 0.78 for females. In all presented calculations we have unexpected downward sloping trend of the rate of return ratio. However, data refer to a very short period and only for two countries. The results, therefore, cannot be regarded as significant.

| Table 1: Ratio of IRR of college completion to high school completion |
|-----------------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
| White (Nonparametric - Tuition and taxes) | 0.7   | 0.6   | 0.4   | 0.4   |
| Black (Nonparametric - tuition and taxes)  | 0.4   | 0.4   | 0.4   | 0.4   |
| White (Mincer based)  | 1.0   | 1.0   | 1.0   | 1.0   |
| Black (Mincer based)   | 1.0   | 1.0   | 1.0   | 1.0   |

More significant and convincing are results of a recent research for the US economy done by Heckman et al. (2005). They provided numerous econometric estimates of returns on education in the US for years 1940, 1950, 1960, 1970, 1980, and 1990. All those results can be, for our purpose, summarized by results given in their tables 5 and 6, where estimates of internal rate of returns (IRR) for white and black males are given for
college and high school completion. On the basis of this result we calculated ratio of internal rate of return of college completion to internal rate of return of high school completion given in the following table.

The results are interesting indeed. For Mincer based estimate of IRR we have a constant rate of return ratio in all years considered, for both white and black males. When allowances for tuition fees, not covered by Mincer approach, and for taxes are taken into account by using a nonparametric approach, we have the constancy of the rate of return ratio for black males and a decreasing trend for white males.

Figure 1: Index of Mean of Real Wages of Full-Time Full-Year Worker: Ages 22-65 by Education Group
Index, 1963=100

(a) Men’s Earnings by Education

(b) Women’s Earnings by Education

Source: Taken from Eckstein Zvi, Nagupal Eva (2004)

The contradicting trends that we have just described in the movement of wage ratio and the rate of return ratio obviously present a new puzzle itself. A formal solution to this puzzle is not so complicated as it might seem at the beginning. As we know all possible measures of the rate of return in education (IRR, Mincer coefficient, Marginal productivity of ED capital, and other) confront, in one way or another, educational wage premiums with the cost of reaching respected level of education. Having that in mind, we can with certainty conclude that, in order to keep the rate of return ratio unchanged, the increase of wage ratio should be accompanied with adequate increase in ratio of cost of reaching skilled to the cost of reaching unskilled level of education. This is something that follows from identity and as such cannot be questioned. The real question here refers to a
possible source of relative increase in the cost of reaching skilled level of schooling. Possibilities are here enormous and every developed country presents a different story, especially having in mind various educational reforms in different countries. The purpose of this article is to shed a light on one of the sources of a cost of education growth which is common to all developed countries and which can explain the greatest part of the cost of education ratio increase in all developed countries. In what follows we will show that the increase of the cost of education ratio is mostly due, first, to the fact that technological progress in industry of education is negligible, and second, to the increase of wage ratio itself.

In our analysis we will adopt a production function with heterogeneous capital of education approach. More specifically, we will introduce ED capital of skilled and ED capital of unskilled labor. As a measure of the efficiency of ED capital we will, therefore, use marginal productivity of ED capital. It differs from ordinary IRR and Mincer coefficient measure, but it naturally should have similar trend as these alternative measures. In the next chapter different production functions with heterogeneous ED capital will be discussed. To show what their underlying assumptions are, all of them will be derived from general production function with heterogeneous ED capital. In the third chapter the wage ratio and the rate of return in education ratio will be calculated for every specific function. We will see that not all of functions that have been used in growth accounting analysis are able to allow for wage ratio increase. In the forth chapter, a framework for the cost of education growth accounting will be developed. It will be used to prove the thesis that constancy of the rate of return ratio follows from nonexistence of technological progress in the industry of education, and from the wage ratio increase itself. The main conclusions and implications are given in the final chapter.

Source: Taken from Eckstein Zvi, Nagupal Eva (2004)
2. Models with Skilled and Unskilled Human Capital

1. In order to develop a model with the capital of education we will first start with a general production function of the following form

\[ Q_t = F(K_t, E_{ut}, H_{st}, t) = F(K_t, H_{ut}l_{ut}, H_{st}l_{st}, t) \]  

(1)

Here, as usual, \( K_t \) stands for capital and \( t \) presents time. On the other hand, \( E_{ut} \) presents quantity of unskilled human / educational capital owned by those who have, let say only 12 or fewer years of schooling, while \( E_{st} \) presents quantity of skilled educational capital owned by those with more than 12 years of schooling.\(^2\)

Formally, \( E_{ut} = H_{ut}l_{ut} \) where \( l_{ut} \) presents quantity of educational capital (cost of education) per unskilled worker, while \( H_{ut} \) stands for a number of workers with 12 or fewer years of schooling. Similarly, \( E_{st} = H_{st}l_{st} \) where \( l_{st} \) presents quantity of educational capital (cost of education) per skilled worker, while \( H_{st} \) stands for a number of workers with more than 12 years of schooling.

By differentiating expression (1) and dividing with \( Q_t \), we are getting the rate of production growth decomposed in the following way

\[ \frac{\dot{Q}}{Q} = \frac{A}{A} + a_t \frac{\dot{K}}{K} + \left( \frac{F_{E_{ut}} E_{ut}}{Q_t} \right) \frac{\dot{E}_{ut}}{E_{ut}} + \left( \frac{F_{E_{st}} E_{st}}{Q_t} \right) \frac{\dot{E}_{st}}{E_{st}} = \frac{A}{A} + a_t \frac{\dot{K}}{K} + f_{ut} \frac{\dot{E}_{ut}}{E_{ut}} + f_{st} \frac{\dot{E}_{st}}{E_{st}} \]  

(2)

It is obvious that the first element, \( A / A \), presents contribution of global factor productivity to the growth rate of GDP, the second element, \( a_t (K / K) \), measures contribution of capital accumulation, the third part, \( f_{ut} (E_{ut} / E_{ut}) \), measures contribution of unskilled human capital, while the last element, \( f_{st} (E_{st} / E_{st}) \), expresses contribution of skilled human capital to the rate of growth. A coefficient \( a_t \) stands for elasticity of production with respect to physical capital, while coefficients \( f_{ut} = (F_{E_{ut}} E_{ut}/Q_t) \) and \( f_{st} = (F_{E_{st}} E_{st}/Q_t) \) present elasticity of production with respect to unskilled and skilled human capital respectively. As usual, \( F_{E_{ut}} = \partial Q / \partial E_{ut} \) stands for marginal productivity of unskilled educational capital. Similarly, \( F_{E_{st}} = \partial Q / \partial E_{st} \) presents marginal productivity of skilled human capital. Having in mind usual analysis of educational contribution to the economic growth based on different kind of workers, we can state that \( F_{E_{ut}} = \partial Q / \partial E_{ut} = F_{lit} l_{lit} \) and \( F_{E_{st}} = \partial Q / \partial E_{st} = F_{lit} l_{lit} \) and this is even intuitively understandable\(^3\). It is important to notice that, although \( F_{lit} \) should be larger than \( F_{hit} \), the same does not necessarily applies for \( F_{E_{lit}} \) and \( F_{E_{hit}} \) because later two symbols measure marginal productivity (rate of return) of money invested in particular level of education and not marginal productivity of hours of work of that level of education. Notice also that \( dF_{lit} = F_{lit} = w_{lit} - w_{hit} \) presents wage premium of skilled labor.

1.1. Let us now go back to expression (2) and see what can happen if we take particular assumptions about behavior of its parameters. If we, first, assume that elasticity of substitution between any two kinds of factors of production is equal to one and independent of quantity of the third factor, it will allow us to simplify initial production function. The consequence of this assumption is the constancy of factors elasticity


\(^3\) For detailed consideration on this issue see Popovic, M. (2006).
of production, that is the constancy of elasticity of production with respect to capital, \( a_o = a \), and the constancy of elasticity of production with respect to any kind of human capital, \( f_o = f \), and \( f_s = f_s \).

Substituting those new values in expression (2) we get the following decomposition of the rate of growth

\[
\frac{\dot{Q}}{Q} = \frac{\dot{A}}{A} + a \frac{\dot{K}}{K} + f_o \frac{\dot{E}_o}{E_o} + f_s \frac{\dot{E}_s}{E_s}
\]

Now solving this new differential equation we obtain

\[
Q_t = A_t K_t^a E_{st}^{f_s} E_{ut}^{f_o}
\]

Both kinds of human capital, as well as physical capital, are here aggregated using geometric index. Or, to put it in other words, we are here totally in realm of CD production function. This model is formally similar to the one used by Mankiw at al (1992): in both, human capital of skilled labor and physical capital are combined using CD production function. An important difference is in the fact that so called “raw” labor, which is presented in Mankiw at al (1992), does not exist as a separate factor of production in this expression.

1.2. On the other hand, if we after certain manipulation divide numerator and denominator of the third and forth part of (2) with \( F_k \) we are getting the rate of growth decomposed in the following way

\[
\frac{\dot{Q}}{Q} = \frac{\dot{A}}{A} + a_i \frac{\dot{K}}{K} + \frac{F_{Ea} E_{at} + F_{Es} E_{st}}{Q_t} \left( \frac{F_{Ea} E_{at}}{F_{Ea} - F_{Es} E_{at}} \right) \frac{\dot{E}_a}{E_a} + \left( \frac{F_{Es} E_{st}}{F_{Ea} E_{at} + F_{Es} E_{st}} \right) \frac{\dot{E}_s}{E_s}
\]

\[
\frac{\dot{Q}}{Q} = \frac{\dot{A}}{A} + a_i \frac{\dot{K}}{K} + f_i \left( \frac{z_{ua} E_{ut}}{z_{ua} E_{ut} + z_{us} E_{st}} \right) \frac{\dot{E}_u}{E_u} + \left( \frac{z_{us} E_{st}}{z_{ua} E_{ut} + z_{us} E_{st}} \right) \frac{\dot{E}_s}{E_s}
\]

The meaning of \( f_i \) is quite obvious here: it is a share of both kind of human capital in GDP. On the other hand \( z_{ua} = \frac{F_{Ea}}{F_K} \) and \( z_{us} = \frac{F_{Es}}{F_K} \).

If we now assume that all relevant parameters are constant, that is \( a_i = a \), \( (F_{Ea} / F_K) = z_{ua} = z_u \), \( (F_{Es} / F_K) = z_{us} = z_s \), and \( f_i = f \), substitute this value in previous expression and solve in this way obtained differential equation, we get

\[
Q_t = A_{t'} K_{t'}^a (z_u E_{ut} + z_s E_{st})^{f}
\]

Human capital is here obviously aggregated using arithmetic index. In this way aggregated human capital is combined with physical capital using geometric index that is like in CD production function.

This production function is, in its nature, very close, if not identical, to the one proposed by Jones (Jones, C.I. 1996, 2004; Hall and Jones 1999), which is based on Mincerian tradition. This expression also resembles the one proposed by Mankiw et al (1992). An important difference is in the fact that in Mankiw et al (1992) the expression ED capital is expressed as an ordinary sum of different kinds of ED capital, while it is expressed here as weighted sum of different kinds of ED capital, weights being defined as the ratios of marginal productivity of different kinds of ED capital and marginal productivity of physical capital. Apart from that, so called “raw” labor is here captured by unskilled and skilled human capital, while in Mankiw et al (1992) it stands separately as a part of geometric index.

1.3. If we, however, in the similar manner divide a numerator and denominator of the second and third part of (2) with marginal productivity of capital we get the following decomposition
\[
\frac{\dot{Q}}{Q} = \frac{\dot{A}}{A} + \frac{F_{Ed}K_t + F_{Ed}E_{st}}{Q_t} \left( \left( \frac{F_{Ed}K_t}{F_{Ed}K_t + F_{Ed}E_{st}} \right) \frac{\dot{K}}{K} + \left( \frac{F_{Ed}E_{st}}{F_{Ed}K_t + F_{Ed}E_{st}} \right) \frac{\dot{E}_u}{E_u} \right) + \left( \frac{F_{Ed}E_{st}}{Q_t} \right) \frac{\dot{E}_s}{E_s} = 
\]
\[
\frac{\dot{Q}}{Q} = \frac{\dot{A}}{A} + (a_t + f_{st}) \left( \frac{K_t}{K_t + z_sE_{st}} \right) \frac{\dot{K}}{K} + \left( \frac{z_sE_{st}}{K_t + z_sE_{st}} \right) \frac{\dot{E}_u}{E_u} + f_{st} \left( \frac{\dot{E}_s}{E_s} \right)
\]

The meaning of \((a_t+f_s)\) is obvious: it is a share of unskilled human capital and physical capital in GDP. On the other hand, as before, \(z_{st}=F_{Ed}/FK_t\) while \(z_{us}=FK_t/FK_s=1\).

If we now again assume that all relevant parameters are constant, that is \((a_t+f_{st})=(a_t+f_s)\), \((F_{Ed}/FK_t)=z_u=z_s\), and \(f_{st}=f_s\), substitute this value in the previous expression and solve in this way obtained differential equation, we get
\[
Q_t = A_s(E_{st})^{(a_t+f_s)} (K_t + z_sE_{st})^{(a_t+f_s)}
\]

Obviously, this expression is very similar to the one proposed long ago by Griliches (1969) on capital skill complementarity. An important difference is that we here use unskilled human capital while Griliches used a number of unskilled workers.

### 1.4. If we now in the similar manner divide a numerator and denominator of the second and forth part of (2) with marginal productivity of capital we get the following differential equation
\[
\frac{\dot{Q}}{Q} = \frac{\dot{A}}{A} + F_{Ed}K_t + F_{Ed}E_{st} \left( \left( \frac{F_{Ed}K_t}{F_{Ed}K_t + F_{Ed}E_{st}} \right) \frac{\dot{K}}{K} + \left( \frac{F_{Ed}E_{st}}{F_{Ed}K_t + F_{Ed}E_{st}} \right) \frac{\dot{E}_u}{E_u} \right) + \left( \frac{F_{Ed}E_{st}}{Q_t} \right) \frac{\dot{E}_s}{E_s} = 
\]
\[
\frac{\dot{Q}}{Q} = \frac{\dot{A}}{A} + (a_t + f_{st}) \left( \frac{K_t}{K_t + z_sE_{st}} \right) \frac{\dot{K}}{K} + \left( \frac{z_sE_{st}}{K_t + z_sE_{st}} \right) \frac{\dot{E}_u}{E_u} + f_{st} \left( \frac{\dot{E}_s}{E_s} \right)
\]

The meaning of \((a_t+f_s)\) is obvious: it is a share of skilled human capital and physical capital in GDP. On the other hand, as before, \(z_{st}=F_{Ed}/FK_t\) while \(z_{us}=FK_t/FK_s=1\).

If we now again assume that all relevant parameters are constant, that is \((a_t+f_{st})=(a_t+f_s)\), \((F_{Ed}/FK_t)=z_u=z_s\), and \(f_{st}=f_s\), substitute this value in the previous expression, and solve in this way obtained differential equation, we get
\[
Q_t = A_s(E_{st})^{(a_t+f_s)} (K_t + z_sE_{st})^{(a_t+f_s)}
\]

Obviously, this concept of production function and particularly this concept of aggregate capital is similar to the one proposed by Mankiw (1995). A general shape of production function (6) is, having in mind the meaning of \((a_t+f_s)\) given previously, exactly the same as the one given by Mankiw. An unskilled part of labor input and aggregate capital are, however, measured in a bit different way. An unskilled part of labor input is, first, here measured in money terms (human capital) and not in hours of work, and, second it is here measured by human capital of unskilled labor force and not as unskilled part of the whole labor force. As far as aggregate capital is regarded, it is here, like in Mankiws function, given as a sum of conventional and human / ED capital. However, ED capital is now measured in a different way: it is here multiplied by the ratio of marginal productivity of skilled capital and marginal productivity of physical capital.

### 1.5. Next, if we divide with \(F_K\) a numerator and denominator of all parts of (2) we are getting the following decomposition of the rate of growth
If we now again assume that all relevant parameters are constant, that is \((F_{stt} / \bar{F}_K) = z_{st} = z_u\), substitute this value in the previous expression and solve in this way obtained differential equation, we get
\[
Q_t = A\left(K_t + z_uE_{ut} + z_{st}E_{st}\right) = A\bar{C}_t
\]  
This is obviously a linear production function with all kinds of inputs. Formally, it is similar to the one used long ago by Abramovicz (1956) in one of the first sources of growth analysis. This similarity is, however, only formal and they differ very much in their meaning. In fact, in its nature it is closest to so called “AK” function: what we have in bracket is in fact a sum of all kind of capital specified in this function.

1.6. Now, if in equation (2) we assume constant partial elasticity of substitution between physical and two kinds of human capital, then we can get a model basically the same as the one proposed by Krusell at all (1997)\(^4\)
\[
Q_t = A\left(\mu E_{ut}^{\sigma} + (1 - \mu)\left(\lambda K_t^\rho + (1 - \lambda)E_{st}^{\sigma}E_{st}^{\rho}\right)\right)^{\frac{1}{\sigma}}
\]  

1.7. Finally, playing further with different assumptions, especially with assumption that marginal productivity of unskilled human capital is constant, we can derive a model that is only formally very similar to the one used by Galor and Weil (1993).
\[
Q_t = A\left(\lambda K_t^\rho + (1 - \lambda)E_{st}^{\sigma}\right)^{\frac{1}{\sigma}} + \mu E_{ut}
\]  
First, Galor and Weil (1993) use hours of work, while we here use human capital of skilled and unskilled labor. Second, unskilled input covers here only unskilled workers, while Galor and Weil (1993) refer to unskilled input provided by whole labor force.

2. In order to see how skilled and unskilled labor can contribute to economic growth we can start from somewhat different general production function. This production function also uses two kinds of human capital, but they are now defined in a different way. First is unskilled part of human capital that is owned by all members of labor force, that is by all members who have, let say 12 and fewer than 12 years of education. The second one is a skilled part of labor force, the one reached solely at higher level of schooling and owned only by those who reached this higher level of education (by those who have more than 12 years of education). This general production function will have the following form
\[
Q_t = F(K_t, G_{ut}, G_{st}, t) = F(K_t, H_{ut}g_{ut}, H_{st}g_{st}, t)
\]  
Here, as usual, \(K_t\) stands for conventional, physical capital, while \(G_{ut}\) and \(G_{st}\) represents quantity of educational capital reached solely at the years of schooling necessary to reach unskilled and skilled level of education respectively. Since both unskilled \((H_{ut})\) and skilled \((H_{st})\) workers passed unskilled level of education it follows that \(G_{ut} = (H_{ut} + H_{st})g_{ut} = H_{st}g_{ut}\) where \(g_{ut}\) presents quantity of human / educational capital (cost of education) per worker reached at unskilled level of education. On the other hand, since only skilled workers reached skilled level of education it follows that \(G_{st} = H_{st}g_{st}\) where \(g_{st}\) presents quantity of educational capital (cost of education) per worker reached at skilled level of education. Notice, here, that \(g_{st}\) can be expressed as per capita costs of reaching that additional level of education, \(s\), from the previous one, \(u\). Therefore, it should be equal to \(g_{st} = I_{st} - I_{ut}\), where \(I_{st}\) presents a cumulative cost per capita of reaching a skilled level of education.

\(^4\) Our expression differs from Krussell at al only by the, empirically but not theoretically relevant, fact that Krussel at al use two kind of physical capital: construction and equipment.
Now, by differentiating the previous expression and dividing it with $Q$, we are getting the rate of
growth of production decomposed in the following way

$$\frac{\dot{Q}}{Q} = \frac{\dot{A}}{A} + a r + \frac{\ddot{K}}{K} + \left( \frac{F_{G \atut G_{ut}}}{\dot{Q}} \right) \dot{G}_{u} + \left( \frac{F_{G \atut G_{ut}}}{\dot{Q}} \right) \dot{G}_{u} + \left( \frac{F_{G \atut G_{ut}}}{\dot{Q}} \right) \dot{G}_{u} + \left( \frac{F_{G \atut G_{ut}}}{\dot{Q}} \right) \dot{G}_{u} = \frac{\dot{A}}{A} + a r + q_{ut} \frac{\dot{G}_{u}}{G_{u}} + q_{st} \frac{\dot{G}_{s}}{G_{s}}$$ (11)

As usual, $\dot{A}/A$ presents a contribution of global factor productivity to the growth rate of GDP, $a r (\dot{K}/K)$
measures a contribution of capital accumulation, $q_{ut} (\dot{G}_{u}/G_{u})$ presents a contribution of unskilled human
capital, while the last element, $q_{st} (\dot{G}_{s}/G_{s})$ expresses a contribution of skilled part of educational capital to
the rate of growth. Coefficients $a r$ present elasticity of production with respect to physical capital, while $q_{ut} = (F_{G \atut G_{ut}}/\dot{Q})$ and $q_{st} = (F_{G \atut G_{st}}/\dot{Q})$ stand for elasticity of production with respect to unskilled and skilled level of
educational capital respectively. Accordingly, $F_{G \atut G_{ut}} = \partial Q/\partial G_{u}$ and $F_{G \atut G_{st}} = \partial Q/\partial G_{s}$ stand for marginal
productivity of unskilled and skilled level of educational capital respectively. Having in mind a usual analysis
of the contribution of educationally heterogeneous labor to economic growth it can be shown that

$$F_{G \atut G_{ut}} = \frac{\partial Q}{\partial G_{u}} = \frac{F_{H \atut G_{ut}}}{G_{ut}} = \frac{F_{H \atut G_{ut}}}{G_{ut}}$$ and $F_{G \atut G_{st}} = \frac{\partial Q}{\partial G_{s}} = \frac{F_{H \atut G_{st}}}{G_{st}}$, which is also intuitively
understandable.\(^{5}\) In this relations $F_{H \atut G_{ut}}$ and $F_{H \atut G_{st}}$ presents marginal productivity of hours of work of skilled and
unskilled worker respectively, while $dF_{H \atut G_{ut}}/dF_{H \atut G_{st}}$ stands for wage premium. Notice that, while $F_{H \atut G_{ut}}$
should be larger than $F_{H \atut G_{st}}$, the same does not hold for $F_{G \atut G_{ut}}$ and $F_{G \atut G_{st}}$ because the latter two measures express
productivity of money units invested in respected levels of education. It can easily happen that productivity of
money invested in unskilled education be larger than productivity of money invested in skilled level of
education.

2.1. Now that we developed this somewhat different approach to human capital we can in the similar
way derive a whole new set of an additional specification of production function with human capital. If we
make certain assumptions, similar to those used to derive expressions from the previous paragraphs about the
movement of respected parameters and solve this differential equation we can get the following set of
production functions. First, if we assume the constancy of a physical capital share ($a r = a$), an unskilled human
capital share ($q_{ut} = q_{s}$), and a skilled human capital share ($q_{st} = q_{s}$) in GDP, then we can get the following CD
production function

$$Q = A G_{at} G_{at} K_{t}$$ (12)

In this function all forms of capital, and in this case all inputs, are combined like in CD production function.

This expression is much more similar to the one used by Mankiv at al (1992) than the previously
mentioned expressions (3) and (4): in this model the whole “raw” labor is captured by $G_{at}$ part of expression.

2.2. If we now divide a numerator and denominator of the last two parts of expression (11) with marginal
productivity of capital ($F_{G \atut G_{ut}}$), after a certain manipulation we get

$$\frac{\dot{Q}}{Q} = \frac{\dot{A}}{A} + a r + (q_{ut} + q_{st}) \left[ \frac{x_{ut} G_{ut}}{x_{ut} G_{ut} + x_{st} G_{st}} \frac{\dot{G}_{u}}{G_{u}} + \frac{x_{st} G_{st}}{x_{ut} G_{ut} + x_{st} G_{st}} \frac{\dot{G}_{s}}{G_{s}} \right] =$$

$$\frac{\dot{A}}{A} + a r + q_{ut} \frac{\dot{G}_{u}}{G_{u}} + q_{st} \frac{\dot{G}_{s}}{G_{s}}$$

The meaning of $(q_{ut} + q_{st})$ is quite obvious here: it is a share of both kinds of human capital in GDP. On the
other hand, $x_{ut} = F_{G \atut G_{ut}}/F_{\dot{A}}$ and $x_{st} = F_{G \atut G_{st}}/F_{\dot{A}}$.

\(^{5}\) For detailed analysis in more general case with more than two kind of ED capital see Popovic, M. (2005).
If we now assume that all relevant parameters are constant, that is \( a_t = a, \) \( (F_{kat}/F_{kt}) = x_{at} = x_s, \) \( (F_{kat}/F_{kt}) = x_{at} = x_s, \) and \( q_{at} + q_{ut} = q_a + q_s, \) substitute this value in the previous expression and solve in this way obtained differential equation, we get
\[
Q_t = A_tK^a_t(x_uG_{ut} + x_sG_{st})^{b+a}, \quad (13)
\]

Human capital is here obviously aggregated using arithmetic index. In this way aggregated human capital is, as before, combined with physical capital like in CD production function. Its prediction of human capital contribution is the same as in the previously mentioned Jones model.

2.3. If we, however, in the similar way as above divide a numerator and denominator of the second and third part of expression (11) with marginal productivity of physical capital and then assume the constancy of relevant parameters, that is \( F_{kat}/F_{kt} = x_{at} = x_s, \) \( q_{at} = q_{ut} = q_a = q_s, \) and \( (a_t + q_{at}) = (a + q_a), \) then by solving this differential equation we get the following Griliches wise function
\[
Q_t = A_t[x_uG_{ut} + K_t]^{(a+q_a)}G_{st}^{q_s}, \quad (14)
\]

2.4. If we next divide a numerator and denominator of the second and forth part of expression (11) with marginal productivity of physical capital and assume the constancy of a physical and skilled human capital share in GDP \( (q_s = a + q_s = h), \) the constancy of an unskilled human capital share in GDP \( (q_u = q), \) as well as the constancy of the ratio of marginal productivity of skilled human capital to marginal productivity of physical capital \( (F_{kat}/F_{kt} = x_{at} = x_s), \) then by solving in this basis the obtained differential equation we can get the following production function
\[
Q_t = A_t[G_{ut}^{q_s}[K_t + x_sG_{st}]^{b+q_s}] = A_tG_{ut}^{q_s}[K_t + x_sG_{st}]^{b+q_s} \quad (15)
\]

We can say that this expression explains the growth process in almost identical way as the one used by Mankiw (1995). “Raw” labor is here entirely captured, although in money units, in the second part of expression, \( G_{st}^{q_s}. \)

2.5. Again in a similar way, if we now divide a numerator and denominator of all parts of expression (11) with marginal productivity of physical capital, and assume that \( F_{kat}/F_{kt} = x_{at} = x_s, \) \( F_{kat}/F_{kt} = x_{at} = x_s, \) then, knowing that \( a_t + q_{at} + b_{at} = 1, \) we get the following linear production function
\[
Q_t = A_t[x_uG_{ut} + K_t + x_sG_{st}] = A_tC_t \quad (16)
\]

Again, as before, this linear production function can be regarded as a sort of “AK” model.

2.6. Next, if in equation (11) we assume a constant partial elasticity of substitution between different factors of production, then we can get a model formally, but only formally, similar to the one proposed by Krusell at al (1997)
\[
Q_t = A_t\left(\mu G_{ut}^{\sigma} + (1-\mu)\left(\lambda K_t^\rho + (1-\lambda)G_{st}^\rho\right)^{\frac{1}{\rho}}\right) \quad (17)
\]

2.7. Finally, playing further with different assumptions we can, similarly as before, derive the following function which resembles the one used by Galor and Weil (1993)
\[
Q_t = A_t\left(\lambda K_t^\rho + (1-\lambda)G_{st}^\rho\right)^{\frac{1}{\rho}} + \mu G_{ut} \quad (18)
\]
This model is obviously closer to that used by Galor and Weil than the previously mentioned expression (9): The last part of this expression captures an effect of unskilled labor of all labor force, not just of unskilled labor.

3. Growth Accounting for Wage Ratio and Rate of ED Capital Return Ratio

What follows is an analysis of wage ratio and the rate of return in human capital ratio (Table 2) for different models of human capital contribution presented in the previous chapter. In the first column versions of models for two types of human capital are given. The second column presents a corresponding wage ratio and the rate of return ratio. The wage ratio is defined as the ratio of marginal productivity of hours of work of skilled labor to that of unskilled labor, \( \sigma = \frac{F_{Hat}}{F_{Hat}} \). On the other hand the rate of return ratio is defined as the ratio of marginal productivity of skilled human capital to that of unskilled capital, \( \sigma^R = \frac{F_{Ent}}{F_{Ent}} \) or \( \sigma^R = \frac{F_{Gst}}{F_{Gst}} \).

Before we start our analysis of the results given in Table 1 it is important to remind ourselves that, as far as the theory is regarded, there is no reason whatsoever to expect long run movement of the rate of return on ED capital ratio. Although social rates of return in different levels of ED investment do not need to be equal (externalities, non-monetary benefits, and option values), there is no reason to believe that the above rate of return ratio would have any long run trend and movement. We would expect those ratios to remain constant. Therefore, at the theoretical level one would, for known reasons, expect that a long run rate of return ratio stays constant. Even more, someone would expect this ratio at a private level to be equal to one if we are able to calculate and add in a proper manner private non-monetary and option values of investment in education. In the introduction of this paper we presented some important evidence that prove these theoretical expectations. If this is so, then the wage ratio growth rate should be compensated with differences between the rates of growth of human capital per capita in two groups of workers. Since we measure human capital per capita here by the cost of reaching a certain level of education, it also means that the wage ratio growth rate should be compensated with differences between growth rates of an average cost of postsecondary education and an average cost of education of those with fewer than 12 years of schooling.

Now, let’s go back to our Table 2. First, the wage ratio of expression (3) does not allow either for capital skill complementarity effect or for efficiency effect, to use Krusell at al (1997) terminology. Only a relative quantity effect is present here. However, if a skilled part of labor force increases faster than unskilled part, and it is what we have experienced in the last 3 decades, then this model predicts a decrease of wage premium. Since this prediction sharply contradicts to what we have in reality, we can say that this model cannot be used to explain the movement of wage ratio in the last 3 decades. On the top of that, in order to keep the rate of return ratio constant it requires per capita ED capital of an unskilled part of labor force to grow faster than that of a skilled part of labor force, which is, as we will see later, also a very dubious implication. Absolutely the same conclusions apply for expression (12).

Second, the wage ratio of expression (4) allows only for an efficiency effect: the wage ratio can increase only as a result of faster increase of per capita ED capital of a skilled part of labor force relative to that of an unskilled part. The relative quantity and capital complementarity effects are not present here. On the other hand, the rate of return is here constant by definition. Basically the same conclusions apply for expression (13), as well as for linear production functions (or “AK” models) in expressions (7) and (16).

Third, Griliches wise expression (5) allows for a capital complementarity effect as well as for a relative quantity effect. Since the relative quantity effect should be negative (because of faster growth of the skilled part of labor force than that of the unskilled part), the wage ratio here can increase only if capital complementarity effect, growth of \( \left( K_s / z I_u H_u \right) \), is stronger than relative quantity effect, growth of \( \left( H_u / H_s \right) \). On the other hand, stronger influence of capital complementarity effect is possible only if physical capital grows much faster than the skilled part of labor force. In that circumstance, the rate of return...
ratio can remain constant only if wage ratio increase is compensated by faster growth of per capita ED capital of skilled labor than that of unskilled labor. Similar reasoning applies for expression (14).

Forth, expressions (6) and (15) have quite a peculiar form and behavior. Take for example Mankiw's celebrated model given in expression (15). The relative quantity effect has expected direction: relative increase of \( H_u / H_w \) ratio, which characterized last 3 decades of growth, leads to a decrease of wage ratio. Note, however, that there is no capital complementarity effect that might compensate for this. Instead, what we have is \( K_s / H_w \) ratio, which also increased in the last 3 decades, and which therefore also should, according to the model, have negative influence on the wage ratio. Only the efficiency effect, \( g_\sigma \), has a positive influence on the wage ratio. It is hard to believe, however, that this effect can be so strong to explain the increase of wage ratio and in that way makes this model appropriate for this kind of analysis. The same applies for expression (6).

Fifth, expressions (8) and (17) show all 3 effects and they all behave in expected way. In expression (8), which presents somewhat adopted Krusell at al (1997) model, capital skill complementarity effect is given with \( (K_s / E_s)^\rho \), relative quantity effect is given with \( (H_u / H_w)^{(1-\sigma)} \), and efficiency effect is captured with \( (l_s / l_w)^\sigma \). A crucial assumption in this nested CES aggregate production function is that physical capital is more substitutable to unskilled labor than to skilled labor. Since elasticity of substitution between capital (or skilled labor) and unskilled labor is given by \( \frac{1}{1-\sigma} \), while elasticity of substitution between capital and skilled labor is given by \( \frac{1}{1-\rho} \), this means that \( \sigma \) should be larger than \( \rho \), \( \sigma > \rho \). The capital complementarity effect, \( (K_s / E_s)^\rho \), when confronted with data from the last 3 decades, shows a positive influence on the wage ratio. This influence is somewhat offset owing to the influence of relative quantity effect, \( (H_u / H_w)^{(1-\sigma)} \). Krusell at al (1997) in their research explained a great portion of wage premium increase by these two factors. As we can see, this expression allows also for efficiency effect, which may give additional explanation for wage ratio movement. This effect, however, has not been tested so far. This expression also assumes that, in order to keep the rate of return ratio unchanged, the increase of wage ratio should be compensated by an equal magnitude increase of \( (l_s / l_w) \) ratio. In other words, the ratio of per capita ED capital (cost of education) of skilled to that of unskilled labor force should increase at the same rate as the wage ratio. A similar consideration applies for expression (17).

Finally, expressions (9) and (18) predict even stronger increase of wage ratio. For example, Galor and Weil (1993) model, given in expression (18), contains only capital complementarity effect, \( (K_s / g_s H_u)^\rho \), and efficiency effect, \( (g_u / g_w) \), both of which should have a positive effect. There is no relative quantity effect here, which by its nature would have a negative impact on wage ratio movement. Note, however, that, in order to keep the rate of return ratio constant, this model predicts that the rate of growth of \( (1 / g_s) \) should be equal to the rate of growth of \( (K_s / H_u) \). A similar consideration applies for expression (9).
### Table 2: Wage Premiums and ED Capital Rate of Return Premiums in Different Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expressions</th>
<th>$\sigma = F_{H_{st}} / F_{H_{ut}}$</th>
<th>$\sigma^R = F_{E_{st}} / F_{E_{ut}}$ or $\sigma^R = F_{G_{st}} / F_{G_{ut}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Q = AK_i^x E_{ut}^x E_{ut}^x$</td>
<td>$\sigma = (f_1 / f_2)(H_w / H_o)$</td>
<td>$\sigma^R = (f_1 / f_2)(H_w / H_o)(l_o / l_w)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma = (z_i / z_o)(l_o / l_w)$</td>
<td>$\sigma^R = (z_i / z_o)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q = A(K_i + z_i E_{ut})^{(x_i + 1)} E_{ut}^x$</td>
<td>$\sigma = \left( \frac{f_1}{a + f_2} \right) z_i l_w H_w H_o + H_w H_o$</td>
<td>$\sigma^R = \left( \frac{f_1}{a + f_2} \right) z_i l_w H_w H_o \frac{1}{l_o}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q = A E_{st} (K_i + z_i E_{ut})^{(x_i + 1)}$</td>
<td>$\sigma = (a + f_1) z_i l_w H_w H_o$</td>
<td>$\sigma^R = \left( \frac{a + f_1}{f_o} \right) z_i l_w H_w H_o$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q = A(K_i + z_i E_{ut} + z_o E_{ut})$</td>
<td>$\sigma = (z_i / z_o)(l_o / l_w)$</td>
<td>$\sigma^R = (z_i / z_o)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q = A \left( \mu E_{st}^x + (1 - \mu)(\lambda K_i^x + (1 - \lambda) E_{st}^x \right)^{x_i / x_o}$</td>
<td>$\sigma = \left( \frac{1 - \mu}{\mu} \right) \lambda \left( \frac{K_i}{E_{st}} \right)^{x_i / x_o} + (1 - \lambda) \lambda^{x_i / x_o} \left( \frac{H_w}{H_o} \right)^{x_i / x_o} \left( \frac{l_o}{l_w} \right)^{x_i / x_o}$</td>
<td>$\sigma^R = \left( \frac{1 - \mu}{\mu} \right) \lambda \left( \frac{K_i}{E_{st}} \right)^{x_i / x_o} + (1 - \lambda) \lambda^{x_i / x_o} \left( \frac{H_w}{H_o} \right)^{x_i / x_o} \left( \frac{l_o}{l_w} \right)^{x_i / x_o} \frac{1}{l_o}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q = A \left( \lambda K^x + (1 - \lambda) E_{st}^x \right)^{x_i / x_o} + \mu E_{st}$</td>
<td>$\sigma = \left( \frac{1 - \mu}{\mu} \right) \lambda \left( \frac{K_i}{E_{st}} \right)^{x_i / x_o} + (1 - \lambda) \lambda^{x_i / x_o} \left( \frac{H_w}{H_o} \right)^{x_i / x_o} \left( \frac{l_o}{l_w} \right)^{x_i / x_o}$</td>
<td>$\sigma^R = \left( \frac{1 - \mu}{\mu} \right) \lambda \left( \frac{K_i}{E_{st}} \right)^{x_i / x_o} + (1 - \lambda) \lambda^{x_i / x_o} \left( \frac{H_w}{H_o} \right)^{x_i / x_o} \left( \frac{l_o}{l_w} \right)^{x_i / x_o} \frac{1}{l_o}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q = A \left( \mu G_{st}^x G_{ut}^x K_i^x \right)^{x_i / x_o}$</td>
<td>$\sigma = 1 + (q_i / q_o)(H_w / H_o) + 1$</td>
<td>$\sigma^R = (q_i / q_o)(H_w / H_o) + 1)(g_w / g_o)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q = A \left( x_i G_{st} + x_o G_{ut} \right)^{y_i / y_o}$</td>
<td>$\sigma = 1 + (x_i / x_o)(g_w / g_o)$</td>
<td>$\sigma^R = (x_i / x_o)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q = A \left( x_i G_{st} + K_i \right)^{y_i / y_o}$</td>
<td>$\sigma = 1 + \left( \frac{q_i}{a + q_o} \right) \frac{K_i}{x_i G_{st} H_w H_o} + 1$</td>
<td>$\sigma^R = \left( \frac{q_i}{a + q_o} \right) \frac{K_i}{x_i G_{st} H_w H_o} + 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q = A \left( x_i G_{st} + x_o G_{ut} \right)^{y_i / y_o}$</td>
<td>$\sigma = \left( \frac{a + q_i}{q_i} \right) g_w \frac{H_w}{K_i + x_i G_{st} H_w H_o} + 1$</td>
<td>$\sigma^R = \left( \frac{a + q_i}{q_i} \right) g_w \frac{H_w}{K_i + x_i G_{st} H_w H_o} + 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Cost of Education Growth Accounting

1.1. To get further insight in the above-mentioned problem let us now consider in more details the structure of ED capital. Since we use a cost approach in measuring ED capital we should analyze the cost of education structure. The capital of education of a certain person will be presented in constant money prices of all cost necessary to provide the level of education reached and "owned" by the respected person.

The total capital of education will, therefore, be equal to a sum of ED capital of all persons employed in a certain economy. Formally

\[ T_E = \sum_{i} l_i \sum_{i} g_{it} \]

where \( T_E \) stands for total ED capital engaged in economy, \( L_i \) a number of employees, \( l_i \) an average ED capital per capita, \( g_{it} \) a total (cumulative) cost of reaching \( i \)-th years of schooling given in current prices (net of inflation), and \( g_{it} \) a cost of reaching additional \( i \)-th years of schooling. Note that here \( l_i = \sum_{i} g_{it} \). Note also that we assumed a maximum number of years of schooling to be 20:8 years for elementary school, 4 years for secondary education, 4 years for university degree, 2 years for MA degree and additional 2 years for PhD.

Total ED capital of unskilled labor force, those with 12 years of schooling and less, will similarly be given by

\[ T_{ut} = \sum_{i} L_{ut} \sum_{i} g_{it} \]

where \( T_{ut} \) stands for total ED capital of unskilled labor, \( L_{ut} \) a total number of unskilled workers, \( l_{ut} \) total (cumulative) cost of reaching \( i \)-th years of schooling given in current prices (net of inflation), and \( g_{it} \) a cost of reaching additional \( i \)-th years of schooling.

On the other hand, total ED capital of skilled labor force will be given by

\[ T_{st} = \sum_{i} L_{st} \sum_{i} g_{it} \]
where $E_{st}$ stands for total ED capital of skilled labor force, $L_{st} = \sum_{13}^{20} L_{it}$ a total number of skilled workers, and $l_{st}$ average ED capital of skilled workers.

1.2. Now, from the above relations it follows that *average ED capital* will be equal to

$$l_i = \sum_{1}^{20} \left( \frac{L_{it}}{L_t} \right) l_{it} = \sum_{1}^{20} \left( \frac{L_{it}}{L_t} \right) \sum_{1}^{g_i}$$

(22)

Average ED capital of unskilled labor force will similarly be given by

$$l_{ut} = \sum_{1}^{12} \left( \frac{L_{ut}}{L_{ut}} \right) l_{ut} = \sum_{1}^{12} \left( \frac{L_{ut}}{L_{ut}} \right) \sum_{1}^{g_i}$$

(23)

while average ED capital of skilled labor will be presented as

$$l_{st} = \sum_{13}^{20} \left( \frac{L_{st}}{L_{st}} \right) l_{st} = \sum_{13}^{20} \left( \frac{L_{st}}{L_{st}} \right) \sum_{1}^{g_i}$$

(24)

4.3. It can be proved that corresponding rates of growth of the above given average ED capital can be presented and decomposed in the following way. For average ED capital of total labor force we will have

$$\frac{\dot{l}}{l} = \sum_{1}^{20} \frac{l_{it}}{L_t} \Delta \left( \frac{L_{it}}{L_t} \right) + \sum_{1}^{20} \frac{L_{it}}{L_{it}} \left( \frac{l_{it}}{l_{it}} \right)$$

(25)

For the rate of growth of average ED capital of the unskilled part of labor force we get

$$\frac{\dot{l}_{ut}}{l_{ut}} = \sum_{1}^{12} \frac{l_{ut}}{L_{ut}} \Delta \left( \frac{L_{ut}}{L_{ut}} \right) + \sum_{1}^{12} \frac{L_{ut}}{L_{ut}} \left( \frac{l_{ut}}{l_{ut}} \right)$$

(26)

Finally for the skilled part of labor force we get

$$\frac{\dot{l}_{st}}{l_{st}} = \sum_{13}^{20} \frac{l_{st}}{L_{st}} \Delta \left( \frac{L_{st}}{L_{st}} \right) + \sum_{13}^{20} \frac{L_{st}}{L_{st}} \left( \frac{l_{st}}{l_{st}} \right)$$

(27)

It is important to note that in all 3 cases the first part of expressions presents an influence of structural change on per capita capital of education. It presents the influence of increase (or decrease) of a share of those with higher level of education in a corresponding number of employees. The second part, on the other hand, reflects an influence of increase of costs of reaching a certain level of education. Note that this increase is net of inflation. Obviously the first part of these equations measure a real increase of labor productive power caused by the increase of real per capita capital of education; it presents the influence of real improvement of labor force caused by education process; it is a real efficiency effect. The second part, on the other hand, reflects a fact that by the passage of time the real cost of reaching a certain level of education increases as well. But we will turn back to this issue later.

2.1. Another way to present total ED capital is to sum up all cost of reaching particular levels (years) of education of all labor force. Formally

$$G_i = g_i L_i = E_i = l_i L_t = \sum_{1}^{20} g_i \sum_{1}^{20} L_{it} = \sum_{1}^{20} g_i R_{it}$$

(28)

where $R_{it} = \sum_{1}^{20} L_{it}$ presents a number of those who reached at least $i$-th level (year) of education, while $g_i$ presents a cost of education at that particular additional year (level) of schooling.

Similarly, total ED capital of unskilled part of whole labor force, using this notation, can be given by
\[ G_{ui} = g_{ui} L_i = \sum_{i=1}^{12} g_{ui}^i L_{ui} = \sum_{i=1}^{12} g_{ui}^i R_{ui} \]  
(29)

Finally, it can be shown that total ED capital of skilled part of whole labor force is given with

\[ G_{si} = g_{si} L_{si} = \sum_{i=13}^{20} g_{si}^i L_{si} = \sum_{i=13}^{20} g_{si}^i \hat{R}_{si} \]  
(30)

where \( \hat{R}_{si} = \sum_{i=13}^{20} L_{si} \) presents a number of workers with at least \( i \)-th years of schooling for \( i > 12 \).

2.2. In this case average ED capital per employee will be given with

\[ g_t = l_t = \sum_{i=1}^{20} g_{it}^i (R_{it} / L_t) \]  
(31)

Average ED capital of unskilled part of labor force can in this case be presented as

\[ g_{ut} = \sum_{i=1}^{12} g_{ut}^i (L_{ut} / L_t) = \sum_{i=1}^{12} g_{ut}^i (R_{ut} / L_t) \]  
(32)

Similarly, average ED capital of skilled part of labor can be given by

\[ g_{st} = \sum_{i=13}^{20} g_{st}^i (L_{st} / L_t) = \sum_{i=13}^{20} g_{st}^i (\hat{R}_{st} / L_t) \]  
(33)

2.3. Similarly as in the previous case, it can be proved that corresponding rates of growth of the above given average ED capital can be decomposed in the following way. For average ED capital of total labor force we will have

\[ \frac{\dot{g}}{g} = \sum_{i=1}^{20} g_{it}^i \Delta \left( \frac{R_i}{L} \right) + \sum_{i=1}^{20} g_{it}^i R_{it}^i \frac{\dot{l}_i}{L_i g_i} - \sum_{i=1}^{20} g_{it}^i \Delta \left( \frac{R_i}{L} \right) + \sum_{i=1}^{20} g_{it}^i R_{it}^i \frac{\dot{g}_i}{g_i} \]  
(34)

For the rate of growth of average ED capital of the unskilled part of labor force we get

\[ \frac{\dot{g}_{ut}}{g_{ut}} = \sum_{i=1}^{12} g_{ut}^i \Delta \left( \frac{L_{ut}}{L_t} \right) + \sum_{i=1}^{12} g_{ut}^i L_{ut}^i \frac{\dot{g}_i}{L_i g_i} \]  
(35)

Finally for the skilled part of labor force we get

\[ \frac{\dot{g}_{st}}{g_{st}} = \sum_{i=13}^{20} g_{st}^i \Delta \left( \frac{L_{st}}{L_t} \right) + \sum_{i=13}^{20} g_{st}^i L_{st}^i \frac{\dot{g}_i}{L_i g_i} \]  
(36)

3.1. Having in mind expressions (26) and (27) we can present differences in rates of growth of ED capital per capita (cost of education) of skilled and unskilled labor in the following way

\[ \frac{\dot{i}_s}{l_s} - \frac{\dot{i}_u}{l_u} = \sum_{i=13}^{20} l_{st}^i \Delta \left( \frac{L_{st}}{L_t} \right) - \sum_{i=1}^{12} l_{ut}^i \Delta \left( \frac{L_{ut}}{L_t} \right) + \sum_{i=13}^{20} L_{st}^i l_{st}^i \left( \frac{\dot{i}_s}{l_s} - \frac{\dot{i}_u}{l_u} \right) \]  
(37)

Note that expressions (35) and (36) can also be used for similar decomposition. Obviously, a difference in rates of growth of two kinds of ED capital per capita is here broken down in two parts. The first part, given in the first bracket, presents a difference between two structural effects, an effect of structural change of skilled and a structural change of unskilled part of labor force. In developing nations it is natural to expect both kinds of structural effects to be relatively large and of similar size. In developed nations we can expect an effect of structural change in the skilled part of labor force to be greater than that of unskilled part of labor force. So, for developed nations, we can expect value of expression in the first bracket to be positive. However, the magnitude of this part of expression is very small compared to the magnitude of the second
part of this expression. The second part is here given in the second bracket of expression (37). This part, obviously, presents a difference in an average rate of growth of costs of education of skilled and unskilled labor.

3.2. To understand the meaning and possible magnitude of the second part of expression (37) we should further decompose the expression 
\[ l_{it} = \sum_{i} g_{it} \]. In other words we should analyze the structure of per capita cost of reaching \( i \)-th level of education. As we can see from the above expression, it is equal to the sum of all costs made at all previous years of schooling, \( g_{it} \). Costs of education at a particular year of schooling, \( g_{it} \), are on the other hand equal to the sum of direct cost of education, which makes approximately 30% of the total cost, and an opportunity cost of education, which are approximately about 70% of the total cost. Both kinds of cost can be divided on private and social (total) cost. For the time being we will assume that private and social cost of schooling are equal.

Direct cost of education refers to all cost related to operation of school system: teachers and / or professors salaries, administration costs, materials, the cost of capital engaged and so on. The most important and dominant part of this costs are teachers’ and professors’ salaries. On the other hand all other direct costs are strongly correlated with costs of professors and teachers salaries. For that reason we will assume that other parts of direct costs are proportional to teachers’ salaries and that this proportion is constant over time. We will also assume that the ratio of teachers to students is also constant over time. Having above in mind a direct cost per student for the respective year (level) of schooling, \( d_{it} \), can be presented as

\[ d_{it} = (1 + \psi_{it}) \frac{T_{it}}{S_{it}} \frac{w_{it}^p}{(1 + \nu_{it}) t_i w_{it}^p} \]  

(38)

In this expression \( w_{it}^p \) stands for average professors’ / teachers’ salaries at \( i \)-th year (level) of schooling in current year given in a constant price, that is net of inflation. The parameter \( t_i \) is constant that represents teachers (\( T_{it} \)) to students (\( S_{it} \)) ratio, while constant \( \psi_{it} \) presents ratio of average other direct costs to average teachers cost at that year of schooling. Under assumption that there is no difference between private and social direct cost we can say that direct cost should be equal to tuition fees paid by students for the respected year of schooling.

Opportunity costs of education for the given year (level) of schooling, on the other hand, are equal to earning lost by students because of their engagement in education instead of working for a wage. So, opportunity costs of a student engaged at \( i \)-th year of schooling should be equal to possible wages of those with \((i-1)\) year of schooling, \( w_{i-1} \). Formally

\[ o_{it} = w_{i-1} \]  

(39)

Now we can define an average cost of a particular year of schooling as

\[ g_{it} = d_{it} + o_{it} = (1 + \psi_{it}) t_i w_{it}^p + w_{i-1} \]  

(40)

Consequently, per capita cost of reaching a particular \( i \)-th year (level) of education will be equal to cumulative of all costs necessary to reach that level of education. Formally

\[ l_{it} = \sum_{i} g_{it} = \sum_{i} \left( (1 + \psi_{it}) t_i w_{it}^p + w_{i-1} \right) \]  

(41)

3.3. Now, the rate of growth of average costs at particular year of schooling (\( g_{it} \)) are, following expression (40), given with
\[
\frac{g_i}{g_i} = \Phi \left( \frac{\dot{w}_i}{w_i} \right) + \Phi \left( \frac{\dot{w}_i}{w_i} \right)
\]

Consequently, the rate of growth of per capita cost of reaching a particular \( i \)-th year of schooling \( L_i \) will be equal to

\[
\frac{i_i}{l_i} = \sum_{i=1}^i g_i \left( g_i \right) = \sum_{i=1}^i \left[ \frac{g_i}{l_i} \right] \left( \frac{g_i}{l_i} \right) = \sum_{i=1}^i \left( \Phi \left( \frac{\dot{w}_i}{w_i} \right) + \Phi \left( \frac{\dot{w}_i}{w_i} \right) \right)
\]

where \( \Phi_{d_i} = d_i / g_i \) and \( \Phi_{o_i} = o_i / g_i \), which are, for the sake of simplicity, assumed to be constant.

Substituting now this value in the second part of equation (37) we get the following important decomposition of the difference between rates of growth of skilled and unskilled labor per capita capital of education

\[
\frac{\dot{i}_i}{l_i} - \frac{\dot{i}_u}{l_u} = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{20} l_i \Delta L_i \right) - \left( \sum_{i=1}^{12} l_i \Delta L_i \right) + \left( \sum_{i=1}^{20} g_i L_i \left( \Phi_{d_i} \left( \frac{\dot{w}_i}{w_i} \right) + \Phi_{o_i} \left( \frac{\dot{w}_i}{w_i} \right) \right) \right) - \left( \sum_{i=1}^{12} g_i L_i \left( \Phi_{d_i} \left( \frac{\dot{w}_i}{w_i} \right) + \Phi_{o_i} \left( \frac{\dot{w}_i}{w_i} \right) \right) \right)
\]

We already know from previous considerations that the first part of this decomposition is of relatively small magnitude. The second part of this expression is dominant in its magnitude and will be subject to our further consideration.

4.1. Let us first take a closer look at expressions (41) and (42). They both tell us something very important and very interesting about the production function of educational industry. In other industries, due to technological progress, an average cost of production decreases by the passage of time. This decrease is followed and compensated by the increase of average wages. In fact, overall rate of technological progress on the long run, as we know, can be approximated by the rate of growth of average wages. On the other hand, average costs of education do not decrease. On the contrary, by passage of time, average costs of education (per capita cost of reaching particular level of education, \( L_i \)) increase very dramatically. This is clearly shown by expressions (41) and (42). The reason for this lies in the fact that the real increase of teachers’ salaries and students’ lost wages is not compensated by effects of adequate cost saving innovations in the industry of education.

On the one hand, industry of education, so far, has not been experiencing any significant innovation that might contribute to saving of any part of its costs. A teacher to student ratio \( (t_i) \) does not decrease over time. On the contrary, social development is usually followed by decrease of class size and consequent increase of this ratio. Other direct costs also does not decrease: on the contrary, in many developed countries there are evidences that a share of this part of cost, \( \psi_i \), increases over time. Most importantly, there is also no evidence of any innovations that might save time of students learning and in that way contribute to saving of opportunity costs, \( o_i \), as most important part of cost of education. Simply speaking, the industry of education has always been very labor intensive, or more precisely, it has always been very teachers intensive and very students intensive.

On the other hand, as far as teachers’ salaries, \( w_i^p \), and students’ lost earning, \( w_i^{-1} \), are regarded, the industry of education is here “price taker”. The education sector has to compete with other market players for these resources. The level of both, teachers’ salaries and students’ lost earnings, are therefore determined by the level of salaries and wages in the rest of economy, which is itself determined by the level of
productivity in overall economy. Since wages and salaries increase with technological progress and the increase of productivity, it means that both, teachers’ salaries and students’ lost earning, should also increase at the adequate rate. Again, we are here talking about the increase of wages and salaries that is net of inflation.

4.2. It is quite obvious, following expression (40) for $g_t$, that both elements of educational costs should be higher for higher levels of education: teachers’ / professors’ salaries ($w_i^p$) will be higher for a higher level of education simply because lecturers at a higher level of education themselves must be more educated; students’ lost earnings ($w_i^{l-e}$) are for the same reason also higher for a higher level of education.

More importantly, having in mind the evidence on wage ratio increase and following expression

$$\Phi + \Phi = \Delta \sum \sum \left( \frac{L_i}{L_u} \right)$$

we can conclude that higher levels of education will also have higher rates of growth for both elements of ED costs: the rate of growth of teachers’ wages as well as of students’ lost earning will be higher at a higher level of education than at a lower level of education. Consequently, following previously derived expression (42),

$$\frac{\dot{g}_i}{g_i} = \Phi_{di} \frac{\dot{w}_i^p}{w_i^p} + \Phi_{oi} \frac{\dot{w}_i^{l-e}}{w_i^{l-e}}$$

we conclude that the rate of growth of a unit cost of reaching a certain level of education should be higher for a higher level than for a lower level of education. Again, all this is a direct consequence of wage ratio increase caused by capital skill complementarity and skill biased technological progress in general.

Finally and most importantly, on the basis of the above considerations we can conclude that the second part of expression (43) should be positive and very large. In other words, due to evidenced wage ratio increase, average costs of reaching an average education of skilled labor will grow much faster than that of the unskilled part of labor force. Looking at a whole equation (43), we can conclude that faster increase of ED capital per capita of the skilled part of labor force than that of unskilled part ($\frac{\dot{i}_s}{i_s} - \frac{\dot{i}_u}{i_u}$) can only partially be explained by a difference in real increase of average education (the first part of expression,

$$\sum_{13} \frac{\dot{L}_s}{L_s} \Delta \left( \frac{L_s}{L_u} \right) - \sum_{12} \frac{\dot{L}_u}{L_u} \Delta \left( \frac{L_s}{L_u} \right)$$

A faster increase is in this case dominantly explained by differences in rates of growth of a cost of reaching a different level of education (the second part of expression (43)). Note, however, that this applies only when there are evidences of the wage ratio increase: If there is no wage ratio increase, the second part of expression becomes equal to zero, and whole differences in corresponding rates of growth of average capital of education have to be explained by real differences in their rate of growth of average education.

5. Concluding Remarks

1. We can now return to the considerations given in the previous section of our paper. Let us take a look at our Table 2. We will focus on the expression (8), which is, as we know, most general and for that reason able to explain the wage ratio movement in the most appropriate way. As we saw, when the wage ratio increases, then the ratio ($\frac{i_{st}}{L_{st}}$) should also increase. We can therefore conclude, first, that the efficiency effect, ($\frac{i_{st}}{L_{st}}$), should also increase, and in that way may additionally explain an unexplained part of the wage ratio increase. Second, and most important, when we look at the expression for corresponding rate of return ratio, we see that, for the same reason, the wage ratio increase is compensated with the increase of ($\frac{i_{st}}{L_{st}}$) ratio. Consequently, the corresponding rate of return ratio increase will be very weak. It might easily
happen that the rate of return ratio stays even constant. The empirical evidence that we presented in the introduction shows exactly this situation.

One of the most important consequences of all this is that, owing to the negligible increase of the rate of return ratio, the increase of skilled labor supply may be much smaller than optimal. The process of cyclical adjustment may be, in other words, less dynamic and prolonged. When some great technological innovation, like IT in the seventies or electricity at the turn of the last century, put in force the capital skill complementarity effect, an immediate consequence is a wage ratio increase. An increased supply of skilled labor that follows is supposed after a certain period of time, which may be very long indeed, to reduce wage ratios and put them back again at a new stable position. However, investors in education, as all other investors, make their decisions following rates of return on their investment. More precisely they follow their private rates of return. They do not follow solely wages premium: wages are an only part of the private rate of return formula, which is crucial for their decision. Unfortunately, owing to the wage ratio increase itself the rate of return ratio grows very weakly (or not at all), causing the whole process of cyclical adjustment to be prolonged. The economic policy response to this should, therefore, be focused on looking for the ways to increase investors’ rates of return on investment in higher levels of education. One way to do it is to make discrepancy between private and social rate of return in education wider by reducing students’ share in financing the cost of education.

2. So far we have seen that the above described constancy (or slow trend) of the rate of return ratio is due to nonexistence of technological progress in the industry of education and to the wage ratio increase itself. To say the full truth, we now must add that all this is possible because “products” of industry of education are nontradeables. If they were tradeables, the lack of technological progress would lead, like in the case of textile industry, to reduction and eventually to disappearance of this industry in developed countries and their reallocation in developing countries. Developed countries would then be able to provide respected products and services on the world market for much smaller prices. This is exactly what happened with textile and many other industries.

Indeed, it is possible to imagine some developed country’s university, let say MIT, to go in some less developed country, let say India, and establish there its university units for the education of students from the US. In that case it would be possible to reduce a direct cost of schooling by hiring best Indian lecturers for much smaller salaries. However, direct costs are only around 30% of the total cost of education. Dominant parts of the cost of education are opportunity costs, which are equal to lost earning of enrolled students. Since opportunity costs of enrolled US students are naturally equal to their lost earning in US (not in India), there would not be saving in this cost. Total costs per student would not change significantly, and there would not be possibility for this kind of industry reallocation and for this flow of international trade.

What we have in reality is quite opposite. Best students from developing countries are attending best universities in the US, the UK, and other developed countries. Not all of them return in their country of origins. The best of them usually stay in developed countries. Note that their costs of schooling are much smaller than those of students in developed countries. Although their tuition fees are equal to those of domestic students (sometimes they are even higher), their opportunity costs are much smaller than those of developed country’s students: their opportunity costs are equal to lost earning in their country of origins and not to lost earning in the US, the UK, or other developed country.

3. Finally, it is interesting to discuss shortly a possible influence of IT revolution on the cost of education saving. IT revolution has already changed educational practice significantly and it is expected to change it in the future in even more dramatic way. It is sometimes claimed that the usage of Internet, CD and

---

6 It is important to note that technological progress has not always been skill biased. According to Goldin and Katz (1996) innovations in nineteen centuries that shifted production from artisanal shops to factories (1830 to 1880) and latter to assembly lines (early 1900) reduced demand for skilled labor and increased demand for unskilled labor. Skill biased technological progress appeared by shift from factories to continuous and batch process (1890 and beyond).
other computer-based delivery of educational content can reduce the above discussed teacher to student ratio and in that way compensate for teachers’ salary increase. So far, however, we have not witnessed an important influence of IT revolution on the cost of education. First, substitution of teachers with “computers” can have an influence only on direct costs of education, which, as we know, present only around 30% of all costs of education. It has no influence on opportunity costs whatsoever. Second, there are pedagogical constraints on the above-mentioned substitution. There are empirical evidences that distance education system has much larger dropout ratio than ordinary teacher intensive education. The only area where some cost of education saving can be claimed is at the level of MA and PhD education. This is mainly due to the fact that at that level of education dropout ratio is much smaller owing to the fact that older students are able to work independently.
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